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This topic deals with a range of subjects concerning the compilation of pro-
grams for high performance architectures, from general-purpose platforms to
specific hardware designs, including language aspects, program analysis, pro-
gram transformation systems for optimization of resource utilization, the inter-
action between compiler and hardware/operating system, runtime systems, and
feedback-oriented and adaptive compilation.

Out of the 19 papers submitted to this topic 5 were accepted for presenta-
tion at the conference. We provide here a short outline of the topics addressed
in these contributions.

The paper “More Legal Transformations for Locality” by Cedric Bastoul and
Paul Feautrier deals with an important problem in compilers applying program
transformations to improve locality by proposing a method that makes such
transformations applicable in situations with complex data dependences.

Bertrand Anckaert, Frederick Vandeputte, Bruno de Bus, Bjorn De Sutter,
and Koen De Bosschere address the issue of exploiting link-time optimization of
IA64 binaries on an EPIC platform.

The paper “A Polyhedral Approach to Ease the Composition of Program
Transformations” by Albert Cohen, Sylvain Girbal, and Oliver Temam uses a
formal framework based on a unified polyhedral representation of loops an state-
ments for improving the robustness of loop transformations and supporting their
composition.

The research note “Compiler-Guided Code Restructuring for Improving In-
struction TLB Energy Behavior” by I.Kadayif, M.Kandemir, and I.Demirkiran
describes a method for restructuring the code to increase the chances that
virtual-to-physical address translation can be performed without going through
the instruction TLB.

M. Kandemir, O.Ozturk, M.J. Irwin, and I.Kolcu explore the possibility of
compressing infrequently used data for increasing the effectiveness of low-power
operating modes.
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